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Introduction
The FE Technologies suite of returns products gives libraries a choice of value-for-money returns
products that give libraries 100% check-in of all returned items and a speedy sorting system
without the financial outlay of an automatic sorter. Our products are designed to give libraries:
• User Experience (UX) – patrons can return items multiple items themselves at any
time, without the queues associated with one-at-a-time returns and without having to
visit the Customer Service Desk. Returned items are automatically checked in, giving the
patron a seamless re-borrowing process, without the need for librarian assistance to
remove previously returned items from their account first.
• Staff productivity improvement – staff are no longer “chained” to the returns room
constantly checking in items as they are returned. Multiple item check-ins afforded by the
Smart Bin and chutes along with a speedy multiple item sorting performed using the Sort
Assistant mean that staff spend less time in the returns room and more time on the
library floor, assisting patrons and providing a high level of customer service.
• Increase item circulation rates – Get your high circulation items out of the returns
room and back on the shelves ready to be re-borrowed much faster with a speedy
streamlined returns processing and sorting system. Reduce customer service enquiries
relating to “where is this book?”
Why is a returns system so important for libraries?
Staff efficiency – multiple item returns and automatic check-in
reduce the requirement for staff to be constantly checking in
returned items as they arrive. Staff can be more present in other
areas of the library instead, providing quality customer service
instead.
Item availability – when items are automatically checked in and
sorted quickly, they can be back on the shelf, ready for the next
patron to borrow much faster. Instead of sitting somewhere in a
returns room bin or tote, they are back on the shelves, increasing
each item’s circulation
Patron experience – patrons can return items and have them
instantly removed from their account, allowing them to borrow
again immediately. This is particularly important for short term
loans such as DVD items or best-sellers. On hold items are
processed and made available for the new patron much faster.
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The Products
FE Technologies has designed a range of returns products to suit the needs of every library,
from busy public libraries and university libraries, to smaller collection branches with minimal
staff. Most importantly, all our solutions will give you not only multiple items returns, but 100%
check-in.

Sort Assistant
The Sort Assistant is a unique Library RFID product that minimises the returns and sorting time
required in a returns room without the use of an automated materials handling solution. The
Sort Assistant allows library staff to process multiple items in the returns room in a single step.
The Sort Assistant uses a sophisticated colour based destination sort interface which also
handles all exceptions in one single process.
Multiple returned items are placed on the Sort Assistant’s RFID pad, and the system displays the
sort criteria for each item via colour-coded bars. The
Sort Assistant features a touch-screen monitor,
receipt printer and large RFID pad, and connects via
SIP2 to the Library Management System. Any item
placed on the reader is immediately returned using
SIP2 to the Library Management System (LMS). If the
Sort Assistant has an external returns device such as
24/7 Chute, Smart Bin or Internal Chute the Sort
Assistant uses a cache of returned items.
The various sort criteria include the following:
• To be shelved in this library
• Return to another destination (with destination
details and optional transit slip)
• On Hold for a patron in this library (with on
optional hold receipt printing)
• Sort by Call Number
• Sort by collection code
• Sort by Dewey Classification
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•
•
•

Sort by location code
Sort by media type
Sort by SIP2 screen
message

You can customize the colours
of each sort destination via the
Management Console. The
Management Console is the
software used to configure,
monitor and report on all the
RFID equipment. It allows
libraries to completely
customize how their returns
system will work day-to-day.
The Sort Assistant is the
ultimate tool to streamline the
processing of returns. It will
automatically print on hold slips and transit slips for items to be sent to other branches. This
means that the sorting of returned items is reduced from a series of tedious one-by-one sorting
steps to simple one-step process.

Even set management is
handled for you by the Sort
Assistant. The system
automatically checks that all
sets are complete and if any
parts are missing this is
reported as a separate colour.

It also has a tag encoding module, so any returned items that do not have an RFID tag can be
quickly converted to RFID then and there in the returns room.
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The Sort Assistant has a Returns
Monitor so you can view and report
on all returned items over a
configurable time-period. The Sort
Assistant is designed to work either
on its own or in conjunction with a
returns chute or smart bin.

The Sort Assistant ticks all the boxes when it comes to returns efficiencies:
Staff Efficiency

✓

•Multiple items are placed on the Sort Assistant reader pad at one time. On
hold slips and transit slips are printed automatically and placed in the
relevant item. A stack of returned items is processed in seconds.
Item Circulation

✓

•Items are checked back into the LMS and are sorted for either reshelving,
the reservations shelf, or interlibrary transit. Items are therefore back on
the shelves and once again in circulation immediately.
Patron Experience

✓

•Patrons find that returned items are immediately removed from their
account. They can reborrow again to their limit without restriction. This is
particularly important for high circulation and short term loans such as
best-sellers and DVD items.
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Smart Bin
Many libraries experience a huge amount of returns
throughout the day. The Smart Bin is ideal to handle bulk
returns and works in conjunction with the Sort Assistant to
provide 100% automatic check-in. The Smart Bin was a
game-changer when FE Technologies released it to the
market several years ago, and remains one of the best
multiple items returns solutions and has been installed at
sites around Australia and New Zealand. The Smart Bin is a
returns product that uses RFID technology and a patented
anti-collision algorithm that reads and checks in all items
that are placed in the bin. The bin has a capacity of
approximately 600 items and can be placed either in the
returns room as a receptacle for items that pass through a
returns chute, or in any area of the library where bulk
returns might occur, such as in a children’s reading area
(during storytime for example).
Because items that are placed into the Smart Bin are
automatically checked in, staff do not have to rush to the returns room to process these items.
And with its large capacity, it need not be emptied for several hours usually.
Designed ergonomically, the Smart Bin features an automatic lift that lowers as the bin fills and
raises as it is emptied again.
The Smart Bin also ticks all the boxes for creating the ultimate in returns efficiency:
Staff Efficiency

✓

•The Smart Bin automatically checks in items and has a large capacity,
meaning staff are not constantly having to be in the returns area checking
in items.
Item Circulation

✓

•Items are checked back into the LMS, and when processed by the Sort
Assistant, can be back on the shelves very quickly.
Patron Experience

✓

•Items are checked back into the LMS and removed from the patron's
account, allowing them to reborrow up to their limit immediately.
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Returns Chutes
The suite of FE Technologies returns chutes are designed to give libraries flexibility in how their
patrons can return items – after hours, from within the library and securely; offering multiple
item returns to reduce queues and delays across all returns avenues.
24/7 Returns Chute with Receipt
The 24/7 Return Chute with Receipt allows patrons to return
multiple items at a time, and provides a receipt. This product is
designed for busy libraries who want to encourage their patrons
to return items at any time, and then be able to borrow again
immediately. The patron has the peace of mind of an itemised
receipt so they know their items have been properly returned.
It only allows items that are recognised by an RFID Tag to open
the chute and then return the items.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple items can be returned at a time and an itemized
receipt is produced automatically
Items are checked in and immediately removed from the
patron’s account. The security status is switched from off to on.
Features an RFID Pad. The patron must scan his/her library item to activate the chute.
Manufactured of stainless steel with indicator lamps.
Robust vandal-resistant stainless steel design with liquids trap
Can be installed in a range of materials including brick, stone and glass.

Internal Returns Chute
FE Technologies also offers an Internal Return Chute. The product comes packaged together
with the Sort Assistant. It is an inexpensive return solution that checks in items in a library
environment. It is ideal for internal use. It has several features to suit the needs of libraries:
•

Special chute design maximises read accuracy and
protect items from collision damage

•

Automatic check in means patrons can borrow
immediately

•

Offline software means no need to reprocess items
when LMS is back on line
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Secure External Returns Chute
FE Technologies offers a secure external return chute that provides a controlled environment for
after-hours returns. This product is ideal as an external returns device – it can be operated
24/7.
The 24/7 Return Chute only allows items that are
recognised by an RFID tag to open the chute and then
return the items.
•

It is extremely robust design with liquids trap, ideal
for external use

•

Features a RFID Pad. The patron must scan his/her
library item to activate the chute.

•
•

Manufactured of stainless steel with Indicator lamps
Can be installed in a range of materials including brick, stone and glass.

There is a returns chute suitable for every library and every branch architecture:
Product

24/7 Returns Chute
with Receipt
Internal Returns
Chute
Secure External
Returns Chute

Multiple
item
returns
Yes

External
use

Receipt

Checks in
items

Yes

Yes

Yes

RFID-item
opening
trigger
Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
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FE Technologies Returns Products in Action:
Wyndham Library Service
The Wyndham Library Service has five branches
located in the City of Wyndham about 30 minutes’
drive from Melbourne. With a population of over
209,000 and growing at an annual rate of 5.6%,
it is the fastest growing local government area in
Australia.

About Wyndham Libraries
The libraries cater to the entire cross-section of
Wyndham’s demographic, from children to the
elderly, and a huge range of ethnic groups and
cultures. The libraries are extremely important
and are well-visited with 650,000 visitors last financial year. The libraries are a hub for the
community and feature a range of community activities including children’s reading activities,
games and performances, teen study groups, English language classes, computer classes and a
whole lot more. The fifth branch, the Julia Gillard Library opened late last year at Tarneit and is
already experiencing its own surge of popularity, proving just how important libraries are
particularly in rapidly growing communities.

High circulation and busy returns
The Wyndham Library Service has a large collection of over 280,000 items, including books of
all shapes and sizes, DVDs, magazines and other materials.
The libraries have a yearly circulation rate of over 1 million items across all five branches. With
this volume of circulation comes a potentially huge returns and sorting workload. The libraries
employ 62 staff (EFT) across a wide range of roles, many of whom provide different customer
services for the library’s huge range of patrons from preschoolers to primary age kids, to teens,
adults and the elderly.
Patrons have a borrowing limit of 30 items that are due for return within 30 days. DVD items
must be returned in 7 days. The library features a large range of new items, including new
release DVDs and bestseller books which are always popular and in high demand. This means
that they need to be back on the shelves as quickly as possible after being returned.
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FE Technologies first choice for returns excellence
Wyndham Library Service first installed the FE Technologies Library RFID equipment 7 years
ago. They recently awarded a new contract to FE Technologies for the replacement of this
equipment. This decision was based not only the durability of the RFID equipment, still
performing as it was designed to from day 1, but also due to the success of the returns
equipment in creating huge efficiencies for the libraries. FE Technologies supplies returns
equipment that give Wydham libraries instant check-in, multiple item returns, and a speedy and
accurate sorting system – vital for the optimal operation of their circulation system.

Returns Solution for busy Wyndham Branches
The Sort Assistant is the centerpiece to the Wyndham Libraries’
returns rooms. It’s accompanied by Secure External Returns
Chutes, Internal Return Chutes and Smart Bins. Patrons return
items from outside and inside the library and they fall into the
Smart Bins where they are checked into the Library Management
System.
First thing in the morning staff spend up to 1 hour clearing returned
items from the night before, including totes of transit items from
other branches (Wyndham does not operate a floating collection at
this stage.) Staff work quickly and efficiently, placing large stacks of
returned items onto the Sort Assistant, placing holds slips in
appropriate items, and transit slips in interlibrary items. Items to
be shelved are picked up by shelving staff who have most items
back on the shelf by the time the library opens for customers. On
hold items are placed on the reservations shelf
ready for pickup and transit items are placed in
totes for interlibrary courier.
It’s a neat operation that sets up the library for
smooth operation for the rest of the day. Ongoing
returned items simply drop into the Smart Bin
which checks in items allowing the patron to borrow
again immediately up to their limit. Throughout
the day one or two staff members will duck into the
returns room for 10-15 minutes an hour to process
items on the Sort Assistant. The rest of the time
they are on the library floor or at the customer
service desk assisting patrons.
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Conclusion
The library’s returns process is highly efficient, virtually error-free, and gives Wyndham Library
Service a threefold benefit:
• Increased staff efficiency and value
• Improved patron experience
• Better item circulation
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